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Custom Canvas Printing
®

With AnaJet Apparel Printers, you can now reproduce Fine Arts,
Graphic Prints and Photos on Canvas with stunning results. Print on
ARTprint Canvas and coat it with AnaJet ARTprint Texture Coat for an
oil painting effect. Everyone will ask “is that an original oil painting?”
ARTprint Texture Coat is a protective finish that creates the look and
feel of a real oil painting.
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This is another way to profit from AnaJet Apparel Printers. When
you do not use your printer for apparel printing, keep printing noncopyrighted Fine Arts and Graphics for home decoration. You can sell
them at art fairs, decorative art stores and hotels. You now own a
decorative art reproduction facility when the printer is not busy with
custom garment printing business.
®

Toll Free 1-877-6-ANAJET (1-877-626-2538)

www.ANAJET.com
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AnaJet ARTprint Canvas Printing
TM

Step 1: Print your image

Step 2: Heat treat for
35 seconds to cure.

on ARTprint Canvas .
TM

ARTprint Texture Coat turns a
print into a work of art. A thin
coat will give you a crackle finish
while a thick coat will reproduce
the texture of an oil painting.
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P/N TCMT-1 Matt Finish
P/N TCSG-1 Semi Gloss Finish

Step 3: Apply ARTprint
Texture Coat .
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Starter Package
The ARTprint Kit comes with
everything you need to create a
print ready for framing: Canvas,
Matt and Semi Gloss Texture
Coats, Brushes, Rollers, Backing
Boards, Spray Adhesive and 50
Graphics to get you started.

Order: P/N AASP ($625.00)

Enlarged view of Texture Coat

Finished Product

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place ARTprint Canvas onto the AnaJet print table.
Print image onto canvas in desired size.
Cure with heatpress for 35 seconds at 330 degrees.
Apply ARTprint Texture Coat to the printed area. The
desired texture is achieved by how the coat is applied.
For an oil paint look, apply in dabbing strokes with a paint
brush. For a crackle finish, apply finish coat with a roller.
Set aside and let dry. A second coat may be needed to
achieve the thick texture of an oil painting. See video.
5. Once coat has dried, matt or frame the art as desired.
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